
DAVE FITZGERALD EXPLORES INVENTORY
INTELLIGENCE AND SUPPLY CHAIN RESILIENCE 
IN UPCOMING PODCAST EPISODE

The Scaling UP! H2O podcast, renowned for scaling up the water
treatment industry’s knowledge, is set to release an enlightening
episode featuring Dave Fitzgerald, an industry expert from 
North Metal & Chemical Co., as he shares his wealth of
knowledge on supply chain management and small business
resilience set to air on October 20, 2023. 

In this highly anticipated episode, Dave Fitzgerald provides
valuable insights into the world of inventory intelligence, offering
actionable advice to help water treatment professionals make
smarter decisions in a dynamic market. Fitzgerald's unique
perspective will equip listeners with the tools they need to thrive
in today's complex business landscape.

Fitzgerald's expertise shines through as he discusses critical
aspects of inventory management and supply chain strategies.
Listeners can expect to gain in-depth knowledge on essential
topics, including forecasting product costs, overcoming
challenges in reshoring items, and effective inventory
management. 

One of the standout quotes from this episode encapsulates
Fitzgerald's expertise: "When you're purchasing multiple
containers worth of material each day, and you're in touch with
the precursor materials for everything that you're producing, it's
almost like looking in the rearview mirror. You can look three
months ahead by looking three months back.” - Dave Fitzgerald

http://in/dave-fitzgerald-b9809475
http://northchem.com/


This quote provides a glimpse into Fitzgerald's valuable insights,
illustrating how his experience can benefit professionals seeking
to enhance their inventory intelligence. It underscores the
practical wisdom that listeners can expect from this episode.

Don't miss the release of this valuable episode on 
October 20, 2023, on the Scaling UP! H2O podcast. Tune in at
scalinguph2o.com/334 or find the episode on your preferred
podcast platform.

About North Metal & Chemical Co. 
A Manufacturer of World Class Molybdenum and Tungsten
Compounds since 1921 located in York, PA. They are a family-
owned and operated producer of sodium molybdate and other
chemicals serving the water treatment, pigment, agriculture,
metal finishing, antifreeze, lubricant and fuel additive industries
worldwide. For inquiries, reach out to their qualified team today
at (717) 845-8648 or email them at North@NorthMetal.net.

About the Scaling UP! H2O podcast
The top podcast for professionals in the industrial water
treatment industry, providing easily accessible educational
content for experts worldwide. Hosted by Trace Blackmore, CWT,
former AWT President, Scaling UP! H2O features groundbreaking
weekly podcast episodes and daily digital content. With over
10,000 weekly downloads and a ranking in the top 3% of all
podcasts globally by Listen Notes, Scaling UP! H2O delivers the
very best digital content for professionals in the water industry.
For more information on Scaling UP! H2O and to access previous
episodes, visit scalinguph2o.com. To request an interview or for
other inquiries, please contact  Executive Podcast Producer,
Corrine Drury, at corrine@blackmore-enterprises.com
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